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Free reading Greek history
questions and answers
[PDF]
updated apr 21 2024 think you know a thing or two about
the past put your smarts to the test with these history trivia
questions 1 5 put your wits to the test with these world
history trivia questions to see how much you really know
about the world around you have fun and you may even
learn something new trivia question what was the shortest
war in human history answer the war between england and
zanzibar 140 fascinating history trivia questions and answers
trivia from prehistory through modern history by samantha
cleaver phd special education reading intervention mar 29
2024 history trivia is a fun interactive way to help students
review what they ve learned show off the facts they know
and learn something new history quizzes are you ready to
test your knowledge about u s and world history learn more
branches of government and constitution judicial branch
legislative branch executive branch president vice president
and the cabinet u s constitution bill of rights and
amendments to the constitution supreme court cases
american civil war take this world history quiz at
encyclopedia britannica to test your knowledge of everything
about history 1 who sighted cuba which he thought was
china before landing on hispaniola which he thought was
japan 2 in the 17th century practice of witch swimming how
would the accused prove their innocence 3 which roman
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emperor banned laughing and bathing for a year after the
death of his sister drusila 4 1 who wrote the i have a dream
speech 2 where was napoleon bonaparte exiled to after his
defeat in 1815 3 who was the first woman to fly solo across
the atlantic 4 which ancient wonder was located in the city of
babylon 5 who was the first emperor of rome 6 in which war
was the battle of gettysburg fought 7 in our current times
many of us are taking the opportunity to create a quiz from
home to share with family and friends but you might be
stumped for the right questions we have rounded up a
selection of questions from across historyextra feel free to
mix and match to create your own history pub quiz pop quiz
15 things to know about the great depression see all all
world history quizzes the dating game which came first two
monumental choices one right answer facts you should know
the cold war quiz in soviet russia quiz takes you famous
figures in american military history quiz a 16 question salute
to american armed forces history quizzes questions test your
historical trivia knowledge historyextra home history quizzes
want to put your history knowledge to the test try your hand
at hundreds of questions which range across your favourite
historical topics and eras general history quiz famous
quotations general history 6 232 87 248 history trivia
questions and answers created and maintained by our
community since 1995 click here to play a mixed history
game most played quizzes this hour ten afflictions that
changed history multiple choice specialized history average
4 mins 3422 plays sometimes we think we are in control and
find out that the so we ve got plenty to share in this list of
150 u s history trivia questions from early exploration to
modern day politics test your knowledge about american
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history and maybe learn 1 which pioneer of hair products
became america s first black female millionaire show answer
2 which great wonder of the ancient world still stands today
show answer 3 what french sculptor created the statue of
liberty show answer 4 victorians said this word before having
their picture taken instead of the word cheese answer the
usa which physicist published four breakthrough scientific
papers in 1905 including his particle theory of light and his
theory of relativity answer albert einstein who was the first
western explorer to reach china answer marco polo how long
does a u s president s term in office last in years answer 4
years 1 who was the first roman emperor reveal answer 2
what ancient civilization built the city of machu picchu reveal
answer 3 who was the first female pharaoh of egypt reveal
answer 4 what was the capital of the byzantine empire
reveal answer 5 who was the first emperor of china reveal
answer 6 the ultimate history quiz think you know a thing or
two about history put your knowledge to the test think
historical figures notable dates and days of old for inspiration
to ace our free world history quiz you ll find 50 questions
divided into 5 rounds so gather round for some historical
quizzing round 1 1 in 1927 who became the first man to fly
solo and non stop across the atlantic show answer 2 what
was the family name of the russian rulers from the 17th
century until the 1917 revolution show answer 3 which was
the first bridge to be built across the river thames in london
show answer 4 1 which ship dropped anchor near the tip of
cape cod on november 21 1620 after a ten week voyage
from the old world 2 before setting sail for america the
pilgrims had been living in a colony in which european
country after leaving england in 1608 3 francisco franco
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ruled which european country from 1939 to 1975 what type
of boats did the vikings use when exploring and raiding in
what year was the concorde s first flight which country did
germany invade to kickstart world war ii what language was
spoken in ancient rome who discovered penicillin 1 who was
the first president of the united states reveal answer 2 in
which year did christopher columbus first land in the
americas reveal answer 3 what was the name of the ship
that transported the pilgrims to the new world reveal answer
4 what event led to the start of the american revolutionary
war reveal answer 5



100 history trivia questions that will
test your smarts Mar 26 2024
updated apr 21 2024 think you know a thing or two about
the past put your smarts to the test with these history trivia
questions 1 5

250 history trivia questions and
answers thought catalog Feb 25
2024
put your wits to the test with these world history trivia
questions to see how much you really know about the world
around you have fun and you may even learn something new
trivia question what was the shortest war in human history
answer the war between england and zanzibar

140 fascinating history trivia
questions and answers Jan 24 2024
140 fascinating history trivia questions and answers trivia
from prehistory through modern history by samantha cleaver
phd special education reading intervention mar 29 2024
history trivia is a fun interactive way to help students review
what they ve learned show off the facts they know and learn
something new



history quizzes student center
britannica com Dec 23 2023
history quizzes are you ready to test your knowledge about u
s and world history learn more branches of government and
constitution judicial branch legislative branch executive
branch president vice president and the cabinet u s
constitution bill of rights and amendments to the constitution
supreme court cases american civil war

41 questions from britannica s most
popular world history Nov 22 2023
take this world history quiz at encyclopedia britannica to test
your knowledge of everything about history

100 history quiz questions and
answers the ultimate history Oct 21
2023
1 who sighted cuba which he thought was china before
landing on hispaniola which he thought was japan 2 in the
17th century practice of witch swimming how would the
accused prove their innocence 3 which roman emperor
banned laughing and bathing for a year after the death of his
sister drusila 4



50 history trivia questions and
answers everything trivia Sep 20
2023
1 who wrote the i have a dream speech 2 where was
napoleon bonaparte exiled to after his defeat in 1815 3 who
was the first woman to fly solo across the atlantic 4 which
ancient wonder was located in the city of babylon 5 who was
the first emperor of rome 6 in which war was the battle of
gettysburg fought 7

57 history questions for your home
pub quiz Aug 19 2023
in our current times many of us are taking the opportunity to
create a quiz from home to share with family and friends but
you might be stumped for the right questions we have
rounded up a selection of questions from across historyextra
feel free to mix and match to create your own history pub
quiz

world history quizzes britannica Jul
18 2023
pop quiz 15 things to know about the great depression see
all all world history quizzes the dating game which came first
two monumental choices one right answer facts you should
know the cold war quiz in soviet russia quiz takes you



famous figures in american military history quiz a 16
question salute to american armed forces

history quizzes questions test your
historical trivia Jun 17 2023
history quizzes questions test your historical trivia knowledge
historyextra home history quizzes want to put your history
knowledge to the test try your hand at hundreds of questions
which range across your favourite historical topics and eras
general history quiz famous quotations general history

6 232 history trivia quizzes 87 248
questions May 16 2023
6 232 87 248 history trivia questions and answers created
and maintained by our community since 1995 click here to
play a mixed history game most played quizzes this hour ten
afflictions that changed history multiple choice specialized
history average 4 mins 3422 plays sometimes we think we
are in control and find out that the

150 u s history trivia questions and
answers parade Apr 15 2023
so we ve got plenty to share in this list of 150 u s history
trivia questions from early exploration to modern day politics
test your knowledge about american history and maybe
learn



111 history trivia questions answers
easy to hard Mar 14 2023
1 which pioneer of hair products became america s first
black female millionaire show answer 2 which great wonder
of the ancient world still stands today show answer 3 what
french sculptor created the statue of liberty show answer 4
victorians said this word before having their picture taken
instead of the word cheese

175 history trivia questions to put
your knowledge to the test Feb 13
2023
answer the usa which physicist published four breakthrough
scientific papers in 1905 including his particle theory of light
and his theory of relativity answer albert einstein who was
the first western explorer to reach china answer marco polo
how long does a u s president s term in office last in years
answer 4 years

85 world history trivia questions
and answers Jan 12 2023
1 who was the first roman emperor reveal answer 2 what
ancient civilization built the city of machu picchu reveal
answer 3 who was the first female pharaoh of egypt reveal
answer 4 what was the capital of the byzantine empire



reveal answer 5 who was the first emperor of china reveal
answer 6

history quiz 50 world history trivia
questions answers Dec 11 2022
the ultimate history quiz think you know a thing or two about
history put your knowledge to the test think historical figures
notable dates and days of old for inspiration to ace our free
world history quiz you ll find 50 questions divided into 5
rounds so gather round for some historical quizzing round 1

33 fun free history trivia questions
and answers laffgaff Nov 10 2022
1 in 1927 who became the first man to fly solo and non stop
across the atlantic show answer 2 what was the family name
of the russian rulers from the 17th century until the 1917
revolution show answer 3 which was the first bridge to be
built across the river thames in london show answer 4

100 history trivia questions and
answers trivia quiz night Oct 09
2022
1 which ship dropped anchor near the tip of cape cod on
november 21 1620 after a ten week voyage from the old
world 2 before setting sail for america the pilgrims had been
living in a colony in which european country after leaving



england in 1608 3

50 history quiz questions and
answers kwizzbit Sep 08 2022
francisco franco ruled which european country from 1939 to
1975 what type of boats did the vikings use when exploring
and raiding in what year was the concorde s first flight which
country did germany invade to kickstart world war ii what
language was spoken in ancient rome who discovered
penicillin

85 american history trivia questions
and answers Aug 07 2022
1 who was the first president of the united states reveal
answer 2 in which year did christopher columbus first land in
the americas reveal answer 3 what was the name of the ship
that transported the pilgrims to the new world reveal answer
4 what event led to the start of the american revolutionary
war reveal answer 5
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